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Kinetic Theory of Gases

Gases Can Be Studied by Considering the Small-Scale Action of Individual Molecules or by Considering the Large-Scale Action of
the Gas as a Whole.

One Can Directly Measure, or Sense, the Large-Scale Action of the Gas. but to Study the Action of the Molecules, One Must Use a
Theoretical Model.

This Model, Called the Kinetic Theory of Gases, Assumes That the Molecules Are Very Small Relative to the Distance between
Molecules.

Kinetic Theory of Gases Relates the Macroscopic Property of the Gas, like – Temperature, Pressure, Volume to the Microscopic
Property of the Gas, like – Speed, Momentum, Position.

The Molecules Are in Constant, Random Motion and Frequently Collide with Each Other and with the Walls of Any Container.

In this Model, the Atoms and Molecules Are Continually in Random Motion, Constantly Colliding One Another as Shown in the
Figure and the Walls of the Container Within Which the Gas is Enclosed.

It is this Motion That Results in Physical Properties Such as Heat and Pressure.

Details of Kinetic Theory of Gases
The British scientist James Clerk Maxwell and the Austrian physicist Ludwig Boltzmann, in the 19th century, led in establishing the
theory, which became one of the most important concepts in science.

In this model the gases are made up of a large number of molecules and they are �lying in a random direction with a certain
speed.

By knowing their speed or position, one can �igure out the macroscopic properties. In other words, by knowing the value of
velocity or internal energy of gas molecules, one should be able to �igure out the temperature or pressure.

Such a model describes a perfect gas and is a reasonable approximation to a real gas, particularly in the limit of extreme dilution
and high temperature. Such a simpli�ied description, however, is not suf�iciently precise to account for the behaviour of gases at
high densities.

Assumptions of Kinetic Theory
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Derivation of Kinetic Theory of Gases
Consider a cubic box of length l �illed with the gas molecule of mass m, moving along the x-axis with velocity  Therefore its
momentum is 

The gas molecules collide the walls. At wall 1, it collides and the gains momentum 

Similarly, the molecules collide wall 2, reversing the momentum i.e.. , 

Thus, the change in the momentum is given by

After the collision, the molecule travels a distance of  before colliding again with wall 1.

Thus, the time taken is given by

 (2)

These continuous collisions carry a force, given by

 (3)
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Thus, substituting the values from equation (1) and (2) , we get

The continuous collisions also exert pressure on the wall given by and as we know that the gas is made of N number of molecules
and move in all possible directions. Thus, the pressure exerted on wall 1 by the collision of N number of gas molecules is given by-

The Equation of Force and Pressure


